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a4452ce target: fix create_modem_ioctl to not return an error (+1,-23) c1885f1 net: qca - Change
mac address for connected link (+21,-21) d332400 driver: initialize usb usb gadget driver (+25,-14)
e1cc130 kernel: choose correct module for USB ethernet device (+14,-18) 748e0a7 treewide: delete
image and DTS files for current image and DTS file (+12,-610) + 30 more Description: libnet
provides two different crypto implementations (rfc2898 and rfc5133). The library provides a simple
TLS interface that can be used to implement a crypto library such as rfc2898. The rfc2898
implementation is used as the default in OpenSSL's libcrypto library and this library is used as a
crypto library by libnet and libssl. libcrypto has no remote UDP vulnerabilities, but an attacker would
be unable to perform a denial of service on the remote port. This allows for denial of service of
remote UDP packets by using the rfc5133 implementation of the rfc2898 library. The OpenSSL library
currently uses CSP 2 (probably SHA-256) by default. OpenSSL 1.0.1.k uses CSP 2 by default.
OpenSSL 1.1.0k uses CSP 2.0 by default. This means that the libnet/libssl application will use the
default libraries that are defined by libcrypto and libnet/libssl applications. If these libraries provide
different crypto libraries then they are affected. OpenSSL versions 1.0.2l and newer are affected.
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Description: The X509_V_FLAG_X509_STRICT flag enables additional security checks of the
certificates present in a certificate chain. It is not set by default. Starting from OpenSSL version

1.1.1h a check to disallow certificates in the chain that have explicitly encoded elliptic curve
parameters was added as an additional strict check. An error in the implementation of this check

meant that the result of a previous check to confirm that certificates in the chain are valid CA
certificates was overwritten. This effectively bypasses the check that non-CA certificates must not be

able to issue other certificates. If a purpose has been configured then there is a subsequent
opportunity for checks that the certificate is a valid CA. All of the named purpose values

implemented in libcrypto perform this check. Therefore, where a purpose is set the certificate chain
will still be rejected even when the strict flag has been used. A purpose is set by default in libssl

client and server certificate verification routines, but it can be overridden or removed by an
application. In order to be affected, an application must explicitly set the X509_V_FLAG_X509_STRICT

verification flag and either not set a purpose for the certificate verification or, in the case of TLS
client or server applications, override the default purpose. OpenSSL versions 1.1.1h and newer are
affected by this issue. Users of these versions should upgrade to OpenSSL 1.1.1k. OpenSSL 1.0.2 is

not impacted by this issue. Fixed in OpenSSL 1.1.1k (Affected 1.1.1h-1.1.1j). Description: libustream-
wolfssl20200215 doesn't validate TLS server certificates Link: Commits: ce1163d uclient: update to

Git version 2020-12-10 (+4,-4) b6e3484 cmake: fix building out of the tree (+7,-1) 12df67e Add
basic cram based unit tests (+301,-2) e6b5b8a Fix extra compiler warnings (+19,-18) 436f9b3

uclient-http: fix freeing of stack allocated memory (+5,-7) 66b4420 uclient-fetch: fix statement may
fallt hrough (+1) 158dd9d Fix extra compiler warnings (+1,-1) 86a2ac6 uclient: fix initialized but
never read variable (+1,-1) 32ff717 uclient-http: fix extra compiler warnings on mips_24kc and
cortex-a9+neon (+5,-4) a3c1a88 cmake: enable extra compiler checks (+6,-1) 086c292 uclient-

fetch: wolfSSL: fix certificate validation (+2) 073f89f uclient-fetch: wolfSSL: fix certificate validation
(+2) 2c843b2 Add initial GitLab CI support (+46) 5ec8ef588b
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